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Abstract 
Oil Vapor recovery is a critical process in downstream chemical industries, in oil and gas indus-
tries and in environmental protection. For that purpose, highly-efficient absorbent materials for 
vapor recovery are in high demand and their associated adsorption kinetics is of great importance 
for their performance. As oil vapor consists of multiple components with different physical and 
chemical properties, modeling the overall adsorption kinetics of activated carbon for multi-com- 
ponent oil vapor is essentially valuable for industrial applications. In this work, we developed a 
comprehensive model of multi-component gas adsorption kinetics on activated carbon in a 
packed-bed reactor and numerically solved the model by the finite element method. The predic-
tions from the model are all in the reasonable range indicating good validity of the model. Some 
dimensionless parameters are also derived to further investigate the prediction results. 
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1. Introduction 
In oil and gas industry, chemical industry and many other related industries, efficiently recovering the useful 
components from oil vapor is an essential part of their operations [1]-[5]. There are two major benefits for reco-
vering oil vapor: 1) by recovering the valuable components from oil vapor, the company could make additional 
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profits while reducing the cost, e.g. oil and gas companies are trying to recover natural gas vapor and to convert 
it to useful products; 2) oil vapor contains some environmental hazardous components which have to be recov-
ered before they escape into the atmosphere. There are varieties of ways to recover oil vapor, including the me-
thod of creating negative pressure in the underground tank by withdrawal [6], and the methods through physical 
adsorption mechanisms etc. [2] [3] [6]. Among all the different methods for oil vapor recovery, using efficient 
absorbents to physically capture the components of oil vapor at near atmospheric pressure is widely applicable 
in industry [1] [2] [5] [7] [8].  

Activated carbon is widely considered to be among the most effective industrial absorbents with extremely 
high surface-to-volume ratio, desired porous structures and excellent physical and chemical properties under 
different temperatures and pressures [9]-[13]. The oil vapor recovery system based on activated carbon absor-
bents has been extensively developed by many companies [1]-[3] [5]. The critical issue is to know its adsorption 
kinetics for oil vapor under certain range of temperature and pressure in order to understand the efficiency of the 
recovery system.  

There are already some research works which theoretically investigate gas adsorption kinetics on a variety of 
absorbent materials [14]-[17]. Li. et al. [17] developed the comprehensive mathematical models for CO2 ad-
sorption kinetics on sodium oxide promoted alumina in a packed-bed reactor. Their model fully explained the 
experimental results and uncovered some quantitative relationships between physical conditions and adsorption 
kinetics. There are also quite a few experimental works on exploring adsorption kinetics of activated carbon on 
organic vapor [1]-[3]. However, there are very few research works that develop adsorption kinetic models of ac-
tivated carbon for multi-component systems. Since handling multi-component systems is in high demand in in-
dustry, developing mathematical models to predict adsorption kinetics of activated carbon for multi-component 
systems would be of critical importance in terms of understanding and optimizing the existing oil vapor recov-
ery systems based on activated carbon.  

In this paper, we developed a comprehensive mathematical model which describes the process of multi- 
component oil vapor adsorption on activated carbon in a packed-bed reactor. Our model predicts the adsorption 
kinetics under a wide range of dimensionless parameters and uncovers the quantitative relationships between 
kinetics and some dimensionless parameters. Although more comprehensive model could be further developed 
by taking into account of other processes, the results from this model serve as a good reference for designing 
more efficient oil vapor recovery systems based on activated carbon absorbents. We expect more experimental 
investigations to be done in order to validate our model. 

2. Mathematical Models 
Activated carbon is a highly-efficient adsorbent which is widely used in a variety of industries. There are al-
ready many existing research on studying physical properties of activated carbon which would affect its adsorp-
tion kinetics [18]-[22]. As oil vapor is a multi-component system and each of its component has different ad-
sorption kinetic properties. Modeling the multi-component gas phase adsorption kinetics is of great importance 
as we can generalize our model to real industrial problems.  

We start from the general model of BET equation, which studies the relationship between the equilibrium ad-
sorption amount and the gas pressure. All the parameters we used are from the standard WS-470 activated car-
bon (Table 1), and we choose porosity to be 0.6. 

 
Table 1. Parameters used in the simulation.                                                                       

Parameters Value 
ε  0.6 

acρ  3490 kg m  

zD  0.081 m 

adsk  2 13.1 10 s− −×  

0v  0.095 m s  

0T  225 C̊  

P  1.48 bar 
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BET Equation 
Let θ represent the loading fraction of oil vapors on activated carbon surface, N be the total number of sites on 
the surface of activated carbon, P represents the inlet gas pressure, ak  and dk  be rate constants for adsorption 
and desorption respectively, then we have: 

( )d 1
d a ak N P k N
t
θ θ θ= × − × − × ×  

We solve this kinetic equation and get: 

1
b P

b P
θ ×
=

+ ×
 

where a

b

kb
k

= . 

According to the Arrhenius Equation, we have: 

exp a
a

Ek
RT

 = − 
 

 

exp d
d

Ek
RT

 = − 
 

 

where Ea and Eb represent the activation energies for adsorption and desorption processes, respectively. 
So  

exp d aE Eb
RT
− = − 

 
 

which decreases with increasing temperature. 
The plot shown below (Figure 1) illustrates the quantitative relationship between loading fraction θ  and gas 

pressure P/P0 at 298, 400 and 500 K. 
BET equation is a good way to model gas adsorption kinetics on activated carbon, but it is only applicable for 

one-component gas adsorption. In the following part the comprehensive model is presented for the multi-com- 
ponent oil vapor recovery.  

 

 
Figure 1. Simulated BET curve at different temperatures of activated carbon.            
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3. Multi-component Oil Vapor Adsorption in Packed-Bed Reactor 
Mathematical Model 
From convection-diffusion model, we have the following: 

( )
, 1, ,ii i iAA A A

ac z

vCC q C
D i s

t t z z z
ρ

∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ = − + = ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

�  

We assume that the oil vapor gases follow the ideal gas law, we have: 
Pc

RT
=  

where C is the total molar (
1 i

s
Ai

C C
=

= ∑ ). 

P is the pressure and T is the temperature. We also assume that adsorption follows the linear driving force 
model [23]. Based on this model, we have: 

( )*
,

i
i i i

A
ads A A A

q
k q q

t
∂

= × −
∂

. 

We further assume the superficial velocity is constant through- out the whole packed-bed reactor. Under the 
low concentration of oil vapor gas, we make all the quantities dimensionless in the following partial differential 
equations (PDEs), which is for a single component adsorption model: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2
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With the Boundary Condition as follow: 
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The characteristic time of the reactor is defined as: 
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which is the Peclet number, and the Damkohler number for adsorption 
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Another dimensionless parameter is given by
0

*
0ac A Aq Cρ ε∅ = × . At very low concentration of the components 

in oil vapor gas, 
0

*
iA
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q
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q
= , the above PDEs in a dimensionless form can be expressed as follows: 
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The above dimensionless PDEs can be solved numerically using finite element methods. Typiclaly the ad-
sorption kinetics is very fast such that equilibrium is reached very quickly, such that C q=  can be assumed, 
then we have: 

2

2
1C C C C

t t z Pe z
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

+∅ = − +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

. 

An analytical solution can be obtained for ( )0,C t , which is the dimensionless concentration at the exit of 
reactor. The analytical solution is: 

( )
11 11,

2 4
1

t

C t erfc
t
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 −

∅ + =  
 

∅ +  
 

 

where erfc is the complementary error function. 
This is a very good way to approximate the dimensionless quantity ∅ , which has to do with the porosity of 

the adsorbent. 

4. Results and Discussion 
We already presented a comprehensive model which quantitatively predicts the adsorption kinetics for oil vapor 
recovery in a packed-bed reactor. In this model we only consider the diffusion in axial direction, and use mass 
conservation equation to simulate the spatial-temporal profiles of oil-vapor adsorption. We assume that activated 
carbon adsorption is operated in constant temperature, and the oil vapor concentration is very low compared 
with adsorption capacity of activated carbon. Table 1 illustrates the parameters we used in the simulation. 

Furthermore, no chemical reactions occur between components in oil vapor is assumed, so each component 
can be treated as an independent adsorbate. So the multi-component adsorption problem could be converted to 
the single component adsorption problem. The plot below (Figure 2) illustrates the temperature dependence of 
the adsorption kinetics. 

 

 
Figure 2. Effect of temperatures on breakthrough curve of oil vapor on packed-bed 
reactor of activated carbon (the temporal dynamics of adsorbate concentration at the 
exit of reactor, porosity = 0.6).                                                   
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From Figure 2 We can see that higher temperature would decrease the adsorption capacity of activated car-
bon due to the fact that adsorption process is exothermic while increase the adsorption kinetics resulting in faster 
breakthrough, meaning the adsorbate (oil vapor) would reside shorter time in activated carbon reactor under 
higher temperatures compared with lower temperatures. 

The adsorption kinetics at three different porosities of activated carbon is simulated at temperature of 298 K 
(Figure 2). The C/C0 is calculated via multi-components weighted average (we simulate the adsorption kinetics 
for each component, calculating their corresponding breakthrough curve, and derive the weighted average in 
terms of their volume fraction in the original oil vapor). It can be seen in Figure 3 that higher porosity could re-
sult in longer breakthrough time, consistent with the fact that higher porosity would result in higher surface 
areas and would make longer residence time for adsorbate in the reactor. 

The comprehensive study across all the parameter space in terms of porosity and temperature is shown in 
Figure 4. We can see that higher porosity and lower temperature would result in longer residence time for the 
adsorbate in the reactor. Higher temperature would result in faster adsorption rate but would lower the adsorp-
tion capacity for activated carbon adsorbent.   

 

 
Figure 3. Breakthrough curves of oil vapor for different porosities of activated carbon 
(temporal dynamics of concentrations at the exit of packed-bed reactor).                 

 

 
Figure 4. Effects of porosity and temperature on breakthrough time of oil vapor ad-
sorption in activated carbon.                                                     
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In Figure 5, we show the spatial-temporal profile of Pentane adsorption loadings on activated carbon. Pentane 
is one of the major components in oil vapor. Since we assumed that the activated carbon is under the constant 
temperature during the adsorption process, and the concentration of oil vapor is very low, the linear driving 
force model could perfectly model the adsorption kinetics of adsorbate. Other components in oil vapor could be 
simulated in the same way. 

In Figure 6, we simulated the spatial-temporal profile of concentration of Pentane in the packed-bed reactor. 
With the assumption of low concentration and constant temperature (T = 298 K), we can numerically solve the 
dimensionless PDEs with finite element method. We assume the initial condition that C/C0(0, t) = 1 and C/C0(0, 
0) = 1 while C/C0(z,0) = 0. 

Figure 7 below shows the adsorption kinetics for three different components: Pentane, Hexane and Butane. 
Hexane has the highest “breakthrough” concentration, while n-Butane has the lowest “breakthrough” concentra-
tion. This is because the adsorption mass transfer rate is inversely correlated with the molecular weights. Hexane 
has larger molecular weight which results in smaller amount of molecules being adsorbed onto the surface of ac-
tivated carbon. As we assume linear driving force model for adsorption, higher mass transfer rate would result in 
more effective adsorption and faster adsorption kinetics (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 5. Spatial-Temporal profile of loadings of Pentane on activated carbon 
adsorbent in the packed-bed reactor.                                         

 

 
Figure 6. Spatial-Temporal Profile of Pentane concentration in the packed-bed 
reactor of activated carbon.                                             
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Figure 7. Simulated breakthrough curve for three major components (Pentane, 
Hexane, and Butane) of oil vapor in the packed-bed reactor of activated carbon.        

5. Conclusion 
In this study, the adsorption kinetics of oil vapor on activated carbon was simulated through convection-diffu- 
sion model. From simulation results, we can conclude that both porosity and temperature have significant effects 
on adsorption kinetics of oil vapor. Higher porosity would increase the adsorption kinetics of activated carbon, 
while higher temperature would decrease the adsorption capacity of activated carbon, although it could increase 
the kinetics of adsorption and could accelerate the adsorption process to reach equilibrium. Also different com-
ponents in oil vapor show drastically different adsorption kinetic properties. This is due to the fact that different 
components have different effective mass transfer rate, as they differ in molecular weights as well as chemical 
and physical properties. This study serves as an important theoretical basis for future experimental research on 
large-scale oil vapor recovery with activated carbon. 
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